FRENCH INDO-CHINA
Population statistics are one of the mysteries of modern China. It
is curious that with their traditions of family life, deeply rooted in the
native village, the Chinese emigrants have covered the earth. Natural
cataclysms, oppressive administrators, the pillaging of soldiers and
bandits, the indifference of the central government, have all encouraged
this outflow. Once these exiles have become wealthy, the Chinese
government shows for them a solicitude it never betrayed when they
were poor and still in the fatherland. Unlike the mass emigratioE
towards Manchuria, what is directed towards Indo-China represents
a restricted elite. The Chinese come to the colony only in proportion
as they are needed there, inasmuch as they are required to have a
guarantor within the country to answer for their solvency and good
conduct. This measure is less of a barrier to their entry than a turnstile
regulated to the country's economy. In 1874 a Bureau of Immigration
was founded at Saigon and linked to the congregation organization.
In an excessive zeal to insure identification, the government took
measures which aroused such Chinese resentment that its worst
features were suppressed in 1907, Indo-China presents a remarkable
picture of immigration, centuries old and unchanging. The groups
the country are steadily nourished and supplemented from
identical groups from without. Their predominant situation is due
to	of concentrated effort directed always towards the same goal.
Their force oomes not from their numbers—there are now about four
thousand concentrated principally in the South—for the heavy
pay prevent the poorest class from seeking admission. This
curtails the number of adventurers, and the so-called Yellow Peri
psychology has little material on which to operate.
As fandowBing farmers the Chinese are important only in Cambodia;
ill	competition with the natives is unprofitably keen. As coolies
an important role in the recent plantation development in
tike South* The Chinese 'have more endurance, intelligence, and industry
any of their Asiatic rivals. The higher wages they demand reflect
tta	superiority, and this forces employers regretfully
to	labour. Hie Chinese themselves prefer Malaya
they en • fcojr bud, for it is forbidden foreigners to   own
in the Indo^CSunese redkmds. lice-growing does not offer the
of         prosperity as does commerce.
The	is die traditional type of Chinese in Indo-Chim.
of cx»mnMroef from tte small shopkeeper to ttie
rice	It is ate»rdfaary t&at a Chinese who has abitty
ifig

